Ambitious Analyst with
Excellent Economics Skills
February 2018
Do you want to work with the best economists in the Nordic region? Do you
want to apply economics to real life problems? Do you want to have an impact?
Copenhagen Economics is currently looking for a newly graduated economist with excellent academic records for our Copenhagen office.
What do we offer you?
At Copenhagen Economics, you will be part of a challenging international economics
environment, working on the largest competition cases and damage claims the Nordic
region.
We will develop you as a professional economist – through formal training, teamwork,
and qualified discussions with experienced consultants. Your People Manager will provide competent feedback and support in order to help you grow your competences, advance according to our career path, and eventually develop into a full-fledged consultant.
Who are you?
• You are ambitious and eager to be part of a highly specialised economics consultancy, working with a diverse range of problems by applying economic theory and tools.
• You are motivated by solving problems – and take personal pride in solving
them elegantly.
• You have recently attained your Master’s degree in microeconomics and were
one of the best all round economists in your class.
• You are an excellent number cruncher and may have specialised in econometrics or economic modelling.
• You are have excellent English skills and potentially fluent in Danish.
How to apply?
If this sounds interesting to you, please send your application including CV, academic
transcripts, and other relevant material to ce@copenhageneconomics.com no later
than 28 February 2018. You are welcome to contact Partner Henrik B. Okholm for further information: +45 2829 2527 or hbo@copenhageneconomics.com.

Copenhagen Economics is the leading Nordic economics consulting firm. We are 85 employees at offices in
Copenhagen, Stockholm and Brussels. We offer independent and effective economic argumentation based
on the most recent economic research within regulation, competition, damage claims, energy and climate,
auctions, international trade and impact assessment.
www.copenhageneconomics.com
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